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Doolcet No. 50-313
DEC 141972

Mr. J. D. Phi 111a=
Vice President & Chist 7nrina==
Arkansas Ptasar and Light Ccapery
Sixth and Pine Streetsi

I Pine Bluff, At4ransam 716C1'

Dear Mr. Phi 114=: .

She hen 1=+7 staff's an=*1=1T nyiew of reactor power plant safety
indicates that the eensequenees of postulatswi pipe fhiltaws cutside of
the anntainm= * structure,1=1=11T the ziaptum of a main steam ar

)f**== line, need to be adequately h==nted and analyzed by
14aan==== and appliaantJ. and evaluated by the staff as soon as pnamihle.
Criterion No. 4 of the nr==d==1an's General Design Criteria, listed in
Appendix A of 10 CPR 50 requins thst:

'

I " structures, systems, and components 1%e to safety
lshall be demiened to maar=-date the effects of and to be "

. ernentihle with the envirarumental conditions asacciated )
with annual operation, ==intmemnoe, testing and postulatere

.

maaidan*=, i=~1=My Icos-of-coolant accidanta. These
structures, systems and ar=Tr nant= shall be opawlately )geotected against dynesia effecta, incliviinir the effects of
misailes, pipe Whipping, and di% fluids, that sAF . ;
result fMut ==1M thilurus and fam eventa and omditions
outside the ramlame pomar mit."

!
The prwrious versian of the dr==rfm=1an's General Design Criteria also

lafloots the above aquirements.
l l

thus, a rum 1mme plant =hr=1d be danigned so that the ruector can be shut-
|

,

| doest and maintafmed in a safe abatdom condition in the event of a
i postu3ated rupturw, outside ocat=1===*, of a pipe ar=*=1niy a high energy

| fluid, ia=1="Y the double orded rupture of the largest pipe in the main
stsema and fm== systems. Plant structures, systems, and ar=Tv==*=
important to safety should be designed and-located in the facility to
ma*==ad=** the effects of such a postulated pipe failure to the extent
necessary to assure that a satie shutdoest condition of the zweetar een be

1M 4=had and unintainad-
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Mr. J. D. Ph1111r= -2-

Based on the infomation we present3y have available to us on the Arkansas
Nuclear One - Unit 1 facility, we understand that both 36-inch main steam
lines run through the Anviling niilding in the fuel hand 11rg area. In
additicm, both main feed lines pass through the same penetraticn roan
before entering the Beactor milding. 1%m-this it appears that failure
due to pipe whip e overpressure of the closed ccuperbt may be possible
and same nrwMffcation of the facility may be necessary.

We zequest that you provide us with anal,yses and other zulevant information
needed to detemine the conseqimnaan of such an event, iming the guidance
pzuvided in the enclosed generalinfomation request. 'Ibe aneln=me

-

represents our basic infernat$cn zequirenents fbr plants now being ccm-
structed e operating. You should determine the appliemhility, fT the
Arkanana Nnelam* Che - Unit 1 facility, of the items Ested in the enclosure.

.

If the results of your analyses indicate that changes in the da=4gn of
stzuctures, systems, or components are necaaaan to assure safe reacte!

- ahidAr==1 in the event this postulated accident situation should occur,
plamaa provide infomation en your plans to revise the daaign of your,

j facility to accommodate the postulated fn11tnwa described above. Any
( damign mndifianticos pzuposed shemild inelnam appropriate consideration of

the gnidalinam and requesta fbr infbrmation in the enelnatme.

We will also need, as soon as possible, estimates of the schedule for danign,
fabrication, and installation of any modifications fbund to be necessary.
Please infom us within 7 days after receipt of this letter when we may
espect to receive an amendment with your analysis of this postulated
accident situation fbr the Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 facility, a
descriptica of ary proposed modifications, and the schedule estimates
described above. Sixty copies of the amendment abruild be pzuvided.

; A copy of the 'mnimairwn's press annanzicement cn this matter is also enclosedr
t fbr your inforsatinn.
!

Sincerely,

A. Gia=hman, Deputy Directe,

!
-

fbr Reacte Projects
Dizwctorate of Licensing

Ebclosures:
As stated
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Mr. J.' D. Ph1111.= -3-

cc: Harace Jewell, Esquire
House, Holms, and Jewell
1550 Tower mmim
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
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General Information Required for Consideration
of the Effects of a Piping System Break Outside Containment

The following is a general list of information required for AEC review

of the ef fecca of a piping system break outside containment, including

the double ended rupture of the largest pipe in the main steam and feed-

water systems , and for AEC review of any proposed design changes
,

that may be found necessary. Since piping layouts are substantially

different from plant to plant, applicants and licensees should determine

on an individual plant bas is the applicability of each of the following

items for inclusion in their v2bmittals.

1. The systems (or portions of syssems) for which protection against pipe

whip is required should be identified. Protection from pipe whip need

not he provided if any of the following conditions will exist:

(a) - Both of the following piping system conditions are met:

(1) the cervice temperature is less than 200* F; and

(2) the design pressure is 275 psig or less; or

(h) The piping is physically separated (or isolaced) from structures,

systems, or ccaponents important to safety by protective barriers,

or restrained from whipping by plant design features, such as

concrete encasement; or

(c) Following a single break, the unrestrainee pipe movement of either

end of the ruptured pipe in any possible direction about a plastic

hinge formed at the nearest pipe whip restraint cannot impact any.

structure, system, or component important to safety; or

.

4
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(d) The internal energy level associated with the whipping pipe

can be demonstrated to be insufficient to impair the safety

function of any structure, system, or component to an

unacceptable level.

2. The criteria used to determine the design basis piping break locations

in the piping systems should be equivalent to the following:

(a) ASME Section III Code Clags I piping breaka should be

postulated to occur at the following locations in each

piping run or branch run:

(1) the terminal ends;

(2) any intermediate locations between terminal ends where

the primary plus secondary stress intensities S, (circum-

ferential or longitudinal) derived on an elastica 11y

1The internal fluid energy level associated with the pipe break reaction
may take into account any line restrictions (e.g., flow limiter) between
the pressure source and break location, and the effects of either single-
ended or double-ended flow conditions, as applicable. The energy level
in a whipping pipe may be considered as insufficient to rupture an impacted
pipe of equal or greater nominal pipe size and equal or heavier wall
thickness.

Piping is a pressure retaining component consisting of straight or curved
i pipe and pipe fittings (e.g., albows, tess, and reducers).
:

! 3A piping run interconnects components such as pressure vessels, pumps, and
rigidly fixed valves that may act to restrain pipe movement beyond that
required for design thermal displacemhnt. A branch run differs from a
piping run only in that it originates at a piping intersection, as a
branch of the main pipe run.

1

.
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calculated basis under the loadings associated with one -

half safe shutdown earthquake and operational plant

exceeds 2.0 S,' for ferritic steel, andconditions
i

2.4 S, for austenitic steel;

(3) any intermediate locations between terminal ends where

the cumulative usage factor (U) derived from the piping

fatigue analysis and based on all normal, upset, and

testing plant conditions exceeds 0.1; and

(4) at intermediate locations in addition to those determined
!

| by (1) med (2) above, selected on a reasonable basis as

i necessary to provide protection. As a minimum, there

should be two intermediate locations for each piping run ,

I
or branch run.

(b) ASME Section III Code Class 2 and 3 piping breaks should be

postulated to occur at the following locations in each piping

run or branch run:

(1) the terminal ends;

i ' Operational plant conditions include normal reactor eperation, upset
conditions (e.g., anticipated operational occurrences) and testing
conditions.

S ,is the design stress intensity as specified in Section III of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, " Nuclear Plant Components."

6
U is the cumulative usage factor as specified in Section III of the |
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, " Nuclear Power Plant Components."

e

n

.
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(2) any intermediate locations between terminal ends where

either the circumferential or longitudinal stresses derived

on an elastica 11y calculated basis under the loadings

associated with seismic events and operational plant

cunditions exceed 0.9 (Sh+S) e the expansion stresses
A

exceed 0.8 S 3 ""d
A

(3) intermediate locations in addition to these determined by

(2) above, selected on reasonable basis as necessary to

p ovide protection. As a minimum, there should be two

intermediate locations for each piping run or branch run.

3. The criteria used to fecermine the pipe break orientation at the break

locations as specified under 2 above should be equivalent to the

following:

(a) Longitudinal breaks in piping runs and branch runs, 4 inches

nominal pipe size and larger, and/or

S is the stress calculated by the rules of NC-3600 and ND-3600 for
h

Class 2 and 3 components, respectively, of the ASME Code Section III
Winter 1972 Addenda.

S is the allowable stress range for expansion stresh calculated by the
A
rules of NC-3600 of the ASME Code, Section III, or the USA Standard Code
for Pressure Piping, ANSI 331.1.0-1967.

0Longitudinal breaks are parallel to the pipe axis and oriented at any
point around the pipe circumference. The break area is equal to the
effective cross-sectional flow area upstream of the break location.
Dynamic forces resulting from such breaks are assumed to cause lateral
pipe movements in the direction normal to the pipe axis.

i

1
1

.
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(b) Circumferential breaks in piping runs and branch runs exceeding

1 inch nominal pipe size.

4. A summary should be provided of the dynamic analyses applicable to the

design of Category I piping and associated supports which determine

the resulting loadings as a resuit of a poicu.ated pipe break including:

(a) The locations and number of design basis breaks on which the

dynamic analyses are based.

(b) The postulated rupture orientation, such as a circumferential

and/or longitudinal break (s), for each postulated design basis

break location.

(c) A description of the forcing functions used for the pipe whip

dynamic analyses including the direction, rise time, angnitude,

duration and initial conditions that Edequately represent the

jet stream dynamics and the system pressure difference.

(d) Diagrams of mathematical models used for the dynamic analysis.

(e) A summary of the analyses which demonstrates that unrestrained

motion of ruptured lines will not damage to an unacceptable

degree, structure, systems, or components important to safety,

such as the control room.

9Circumferential breaks are perpendicular to the pipe axis, and the break
.

area is equivalent to the internal c. ass-sectional area of the ruptured
Dynamic forces resulting fret such breaks are assumed to separate| pipe.

the piping axially, and cause whipping in any direction normal to the
pipe axis.

.
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5. A description should be provided of the measures, as applicable, to

protect against pipe whip, blowdown jet and reactive forces including:

(a) Pipe restraint design to prevent pipe whip impact;

(b . Protective provisions for structures, systems, and components

9 aired for safety against pipe whip and blowdown jet and

forces;

(c) Separation of redundant features;

(d) Provisions to separate physically piping and other components

of redundant featuras; and

(e) A description of the typical pipe whip restraints and a summary

of number and location of all restraints in each system.

6. The procedures that will be used to evaluate the structural adequacy

of Category I structures and to design new seismic Category I structures

should be provided including:

(a) The method of evaluating stresses, e g., the working stress ;

method and/or the ultimate strength method that will be used;

(b) The allowable design stresses and/or strains; and

(c) The load factors and the load combinations.

7. The design loads, including the pressure and temperature transients.

the dead, live and equipment loads; and the pipe and equipment static,-

thermal, and dynamic reactions should be provided.

!

|

|

|
|
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8. Seismic Category I structural .lements such as floors, interior

walls, exterior walls, building penetrations and the buildings

as a whole should be analyzed for eventual reversal of loads due

to the postulated accident.

9. If new openings are to be provided in existing structures, the

capabilities of the modified structures to carry the design loads

should be demonstrated.

10. Verification that failure of any structure, including nonseismic

Category I structures, caused by the accident, will not cause

failure of any other structure in a manner to adversely affect:

(a) Mitigation of the consequences of the accidents; and
.

(b) Capability to bring the unit (s) to a cold shutdown condition.

11. Verification that rupture of a pipe carrying high energy fluid will not

directly or indirectly rtsult in:

(a) Loss of redundancy in any portion of the protection system

(as defined in IEEE-279), Class IE electric system (as defined

in IEEE-308), engineered safety feature equipment, cable pene-

trations, or their interconnecting cables required to mitigate

the consequences of the steam line break accident and place the

reactor (s) in a cold shutdown condition; or

.

:

.
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;

(b) Lors of the ability to cope wi h accidents due to ruptures

of pipes other than a steam line, such as the rupture of pipes |

!

causing a steam or water leak too small to cause a reactor !
|

accident but large enough to cause electrical failure.

12. Assurance should be provided that the control room will be habitable

and its equipment functional after a steam line or feedwater lin.

break or that the capability for shutdown and cooldown of the unit (s)
,

I

will be available in another habitable area.

13. Environmental qualification should be demonstrated by test for that

electrical equipment required to function in the steam-air environ-

ment resulting from a steam line or feedwater line break, The in-

formation required for our review should include the following:

(a) Identification of all electrical equipment necessary to meet

requirements of 11 above. The time after the accident in which

they are required to operate should be given.

(b) The test conditions and the results of test data showing that

the systems will perform their intended function in the environ-

ment resulting from the postulated accident and time interval of

the accident. Environmental conditions 2 sed for the tests should

be selected from a conservstive evaluation of accident conditions.

(c) The results of a study of steam systems identifying locations where

barriers' will be required to prevent steam jet impingment from dis-

abling a protection system. The design criteria for the barriers

i

; shou)d be stated and the capability of the equipment to survive

within the protected environment should be described.
| \

|

-
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(d) An evaluation of the capability for safety related electrical

equipment in the control room to function in the environment

that may exist following a pipe b eak accident should be

provided. Environmental conditions used for the evaluation

should he selected from conservative calculations of accident

conditions.

(e) An evaluation to assure that the onsite power distribution

system and onsite sources (diesels and batteries) will remain

operable throughout the event.

14. Design diagrams and drawings of the steam and feedwater lines

including branch lines showing the routing from containment to the

turbine building should be provided. The drawings should show

elevations and include the location relative to the piping runs of

safety related equipment including ventilation equipment, intakes,

and ducts.

15. A discussion should be provided of the potential for flooding of safety

related equipment in the event of f ailure of a feedwater line or any

other line carrying high energy fluid.

16. A description should be provided of the quality control and inspection

programs that will be required or have been utilized for piping systems

outside containment.

17. If leak detection equipment is to be used in the proposed modifications ,

a discussion of its capabilities should be provided.

s

e
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18. A summary should be provided of the emergency procedures that would

be followed after a pipe break accident, including the automttic

and manual operations required to place the reactor unit ( in a

cold shutdown condition. The estimated times following the accident

for all equipment and personnel operational actions should be included

in the procedure summary.

19. A description should be provided of the seismic and quality classi-

fication of the high energy fluid piping systems including the steam

and feedwater piping that run near structures, systems, or components

important to safety.

20. A description should be provided of the assumptions, methods, and

results of analyses, including steam generator blowdown, used to
.

calculate the pressure and temperature transients in compartments,

pipe tunnels, intermediate buildings, and the turbine building

following a pipe rupture in these areas. The equipment assusci to

function in the analyses should be identified and the capability

of eystems required to function to meet a single active component

failure should ha described.

21. A description should be provided of the methods or analyses performed

to demonstrate that there will be no adverse effects on the primary

and/or secondary containment structures due to a pipe rupture outside

these structures.

.
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No . - P-429 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Frank Ingram (Wednesday, December 13, 1972)
Tel. 301/973-7771

AEC REGULATORY STAFF REQUESTS DATA
ON PIPE BREAKS IN NUCLEAR PLANTS

1

iThe Atomic Energy Commission's Regulatory Staff'is
asking all utilities that operate nuclear power plants or
have applied for operating licenses to assess the effects
en essential auxiliary systems of a major break of the ;

largest main steam or feedwater line. These lines carry 1

steam from inside the reactor containment building to the
main turbine in the turbine building, a'nd hot feedwater
back from the tutbine condenser. The utility assessments
will be evaluated by the ALC's Regulatory Staff.

1

The probability of a steam-line rupture is low. |
Nonetheless it will have to be considered in the AEC's '

safety evaluation.

The review of the pipe break problem has been under way 1

for several weeks. It was started after the Advisory Com- :

mittee on Reactor Safeguards received a letter raising (
questions about the location of pipes in the two-unit
Prairie Island plant in Minnesota.

.

The Regulatory Staff has reviewed the Northern States-
Power Company application to operate Prairie Island, and
on the basis of data available it has concluded that design
changes will, be required at Prairie Island.

.

Based on the new information--to be submisted by utili '
ties as soon as possible--the Staff will determine what
corrective action, if any, is necessary in each case. The
changes could i.tclude such steps as relocatini; piping, pro-
viding venting of compartments, the addition of piping
restraints, and, in some cases, structural strengthening.,

.
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